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Abstract. The number of experts in various fields such as manufactures, tradi-
tional arts/crafts decreases because of their retirement in Japan. In the field of 
nuclear power generation, it also becomes problem especially in maintenance. 
The goal of this study was to develop an advanced instruction video system to 
support skill acquisition. We proposed to use eye movement as one of the ex-
pert’s skill information, and developed the system for supporting recording skill 
(scene video and the point of regard of an expert), making teaching materials in 
XML format and learning skills with the special user interface. Evaluation will 
be necessary by experiment to confirm the effectiveness of the training method.  
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1   Introduction 

The work presented here is of a novel support system for skill acquisition. 
Nowadays, the number of experts in various fields such as manufactures, traditional 

arts and traditional crafts decreases because of their retirement in Japan. Therefore it 
becomes difficult to transfer expert’s skills including various experiences, know-how, 
motor skills etc. to the next generation. We call the problem a “skill inheritance” 
problem. 

In the field of nuclear power generation, it also becomes difficult to employ young 
talented persons because the number of youths learning nuclear engineering decreases 
as well as the number of construction of a new plant. In particular to keep the health of 
aging old plants and complicated new plants, skilled maintenance workers are strongly 
needed. 

One solution of skill inheritance problems is automation of skill to do the same task 
as an expert. Some skills were analyzed and transferred to machines, but others are 
difficult to automate. Another solution is to support the non-expert’s skill acquisition 
process effectively, so we focus on a self-training system that supports skill acquisition. 

When one wants to learn a skill by oneself, he/she usually watches an instruction 
manual or video. An ordinary instruction video shows scenes of performing a task by 
an expert with characters and/or graphic information on the image. However, very little 
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attention was given to the expert’s eye movement, although eye movement reflects 
one’s attention. Sadasivan et.al studied scanpath-based feedforward training for visual 
inspection task [1]. They used expert’s eye movement for training, but they applied to 
only visual search task and their system was constructed as a virtual reality environ-
ment instead of real environment.  

The goal of this study was to develop an advanced instruction video system to 
support skill acquisition. 

This paper suggests the use of eye movement as one of the skill information, the 
design of the skill data representation and the design of whole the system from re-
cording skill to imparting skills. 

2   System Design 

2.1   How to Support Skill Transfer 

In fields of transferring skill to an apprentice (non-expert) from a master (expert) such 
as apprentice system and on-the-job training, the way to transfer skill is usually the 
following strategy. 

• An expert lets a non-expert observe expert’s skilled performance. 
• The non-expert imitates it. 
• The expert observes the non-expert’s behavior and gives advice. 

Experts suffer from this process because this process is highly stressful for a long 
time to complete. Although we adopted this training strategy, we were required to make 
this process shorten or easy to complete. Therefore we have proposed an advanced in-
struction video system to computerize this training strategy. 

The proposed system provides a self-training environment to the user. The user is 
expected to watch the expert’s performing video and imitate the skilled task. The user 
checks the expert’s performance carefully and practices repeatedly in order to master 
skills. While the user practices the user can see beneficial information such as advices 
and know-how on the user interface interactively. 

Before the user uses the system, the teaching materials must be prepared. Therefore 
we designed the skill transferring process that is divided into three steps: 1) recording 
expert’s skill, 2) making teaching materials and 3) self-training. Three subsystems were 
constructed to realize these three steps. 

2.2   Eye Tracking 

We proposed the use of eye movement as expert’s skill. There are several kinds of eye 
tracking methodologies such as electro-oculography (EOG), scleral contact lens/search 
coil, limbus tracking and video-based tracking. The video-based tracker is commonly 
used these days and consists of relatively inexpensive cameras and computers for im-
age processing. Therefore we adopted the video-based eye tracking methodology and 
constructed the video-based eye tracker as a part of the system. 
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2.3   System Diagram 

As Polanyi said, "We know more than we can tell", tacit knowledge is important to skill 
transfer [2]. In our system we treats the scene image and the point of regard (POR) as 
tacit knowledge. On the other hands, explicit knowledge is the text that may be derived 
from the interview of an expert. Both of the data are important in recording the expert’s 
skill, so we designed the system that treats both of data. 

This system we designed consists of three subsystems: the subsystem for recording 
skill, the subsystem for making teaching materials and the subsystem for learning 
skills. 

The subsystem for recording skill consists of a head mounted device and two com-
puters. The head mounted device has two cameras and gets the scene image and the eye 
image. The eye-PC calculates the pupil center position from the eye image, and the 
position data are transmitted to the record-PC. The record-PC calculates the POR data 
by transforming the position of the center of the pupil into view camera coordinate 
system using calibration data. Then the POR data and the scene video are saved sepa-
rately. The diagram is shown in Fig.1. 
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Fig. 1. Subsystem for recording skill 

The subsystem for making teaching materials consists of the authoring-PC. The 
authoring-PC reads the scene video file and the POR data file. An expert is interviewed 
to get the explicit knowledge. After inputting the explicit knowledge data, the skill file 
can be saved. The data of an expert’s skill (skill data) are saved as a skill file in our 
original XML format. The file includes a scene video file and the POR file and the text 
data (advices, failure examples, know-how etc.). The skill file format is described in the 
next section in detail. The diagram is shown in Fig.2. 

The subsystem for learning skills consists of the learn-PC. In learn-PC, the image 
and data of an expert’s skill are provided to a user with a user interface program. The 
learn-PC reads the data, and the data are displayed being synchronized with the scene 
video. In addition this subsystem has the following function. The user interface pro-
gram can change the playback rate. If a user plays it slowly when the user wants to 
confirm the scene of a difficult task, the detailed information that was not displayed  
in normal speed is displayed. On the other hand, a user who already mastered an  
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Fig. 2. Subsystem for making teaching materials 
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Fig. 3. Subsystem for learning skills 

individual task can get essence/outline information by putting up playback rate. The 
diagram is shown in Fig.3. 

2.4   Skill File Format 

The skill file is written in XML and several tags are defined. The Fig.4 shows an ex-
ample of the skill data file.  

The PORFile element’s content (Sample.bin) indicates the POR data file. The 
VideoFile element’s content indicates the scene video file (out.avi). 

There are three ways that are used to specify the position of drawing a line for  
annotation information. The first is to describe directly the x and y coordinates of  
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presenting the annotation information. The second is to use the data that is manually 
made by mouse moving. The third is to use the POR data file. These ways correspond to 
using SkillText, SkillTextDynamic and SkillTextPOR element respectively.  

The content of these three elements specifies the annotation text that appears on the 
screen. These three elements also have common attributes. The starttime attribute 
specifies the starting time of presenting the text and the endtime attribute specifies the 
ending time. The cx and cy attributes specify the location of drawing the text. The level 
attribute specifies the level of detail of skill information. 

The SkillText element has gx and gy attributes that specify the starting point of line 
for annotation text. The SkillTextDynamic has file attribute that specifies the file name 
instead of gx and gy, and the file has the continuous position data moving with time. 
The SkillTextPOR element uses the POR data file specified by PORFile element to 
draw a line from the point of regard. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 
<a>
<PORFile>Sample.bin</PORFile>
<VideoFile>out.avi</VideoFile>
<SkillTextPOR starttime="4508" endtime="8055" cx="145" cy="-20" level="3">
Check whether packing is torn 
</SkillTextPOR>
<SkillText starttime="4508" endtime="12063" gx="182" gy="187" cx="217" cy="271" level="3">
Fit the holes and set it 
</SkillText>
<SkillTextDynamic starttime="15071" endtime="42165" cx="15" cy="271" level="3"
file="flange1.bin">
Install the bolt, plain washer and spring washer and tighten them by hand
</SkillTextDynamic>
<SkillText starttime="15071" endtime="42165" gx="138" gy="138" cx="68" cy="-26" level="1">
Tighten the bolt securely
</SkillText>
<SkillText starttime="220003" endtime="233956" gx="180" gy="172" cx="0" cy="271" level="3">
If you can't tighten them any further by hand, tighten the bolts with a wrench
</SkillText>
<SkillText starttime="220087" endtime="258722" gx="170" gy="17" cx="185" cy="-23" level="3">
Next is the one opposite
</SkillText>
</a>  

Fig. 4. Skill data file 

3   System Implementation 

The prototype system was developed on windows platform using JAVA, JMF (Java 
Media Framework API), SAX (Simple API for XML) etc. 
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3.1   Subsystem for Recording Skill 

The expert wears a headgear with two cameras (a scene camera and an eye camera) for 
recording skill as shown in Fig. 5. The scene camera that is attached to the front of 
expert’s head captures the scene of performing the skilled task and the eye camera with 
IR-LED captures the expert’s eye. The eye-PC processes the eye image to detect the 
center of the pupil. Fig.6 shows the detected center of the pupil. 

The center of the pupil is transformed to the point of regard by record-PC. Then the 
POR data and the scene video are saved. Fig.7 is a user interface of the record-PC. The 
interface has three tabs. If the user changes the tabs the user can see the data of the 
center of the pupil, the POR data or control buttons (e.g. save button). Fig.8 shows a 
recording scene that a worker assembles flanges with this subsystem. 

Scene camera

Eye camera

 

Fig. 5. Expert wearing the headgear with eye camera and scene camera 

 

Fig. 6. Eye image and the detected center of the pupil 
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Fig. 7. The user interface of the subsystem for recording skill 

 

Fig. 8. Worker who assembles flanges 

3.2   Subsystem for Making Teaching Materials 

We have developed the subsystem (authoring tool) for supporting to make teaching 
materials (skill data file). The file is written in XML as shown in Fig.4. This data file 
includes a scene video file (*.avi) and a POR data file (*.bin). The explicit knowledge is 
described as XML text in the skill data file. 

The user interface is shown as Fig.9. The scene video with the speed slider and po-
sition slider is displayed on the top left of the window. The text input area that helps to 
generate the skill data is on the bottom left and the generated skill data in xml format is 
displayed on the right of the window. 
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The user interviews an expert to get the explicit knowledge that includes when and 
what advices, know-how etc. must be given to a non-expert, and inputs the explicit 
knowledge data to this subsystem. After that the skill file can be saved in XML format. 
Thus the user can easily make the skill data file with this subsystem. 

Scene Video Speed Slider

Generated skill dataPosition SliderTex input area  

Fig. 9. The user interface of the subsystem for making teaching materials 

3.3   Subsystem for Learning Skills 

Fig. 10 shows the interface of subsystem for learning skills. The video is played on the 
center of the window. The expert’s POR is displayed in the shape of cross. The explicit 
knowledge is displayed as annotations with line whose starting point is specified by the  
fixed position described in SkillText element, the continuous position data file  
described in SkillTextDynamic element or the POR file described in SkillTextPOR 
element. 

The user is expected to watch the expert’s performing video with this user interface, 
check the expert’s performance carefully and practice repeatedly in order to master 
skills. While the user practices the user can see beneficial information such as advices 
and know-how on the user interface interactively. 

The playback speed is used to change information presented on the video. For  
example, when a user watches the scene where the expert’s behavior is quick or the task 
is very difficult, if the user plays the video at a slow speed, the detailed instruction  
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Scene Video Speed Slider

Position Slider  

Fig. 10. The user interface of the subsystem for learning skill 

information is presented. On the other hand, a user who already mastered such a detail 
way can get only outlined information of the whole task by putting up a playback speed. 

4   Discussion 

As Sadasivan et.al examined the training using expert’s eye movement but they apply 
to only visual search task. Therefore the training method using eye movement requires 
further study on other tasks such as assembling and maintenance that are our targets. 

This paper describes development of the novel advanced instruction video system. 
The system includes three functions recording skill, making teaching materials and user 
interface for self-training. Compared to the ordinary instruction video, the developed 
system has an ability of presenting video, texts and POR flexibly because those data are 
saved separately. Furthermore the system displays the information depending on the 
playback speed.  

By using this developed system recording skill and making teaching materials can be 
achieved. However evaluation will be necessary by experiment to confirm the effec-
tiveness of the training method. 
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By the way some skills needs continuous use of hands, so the user can not move the 
sliders to check the video and advice information. In that case some input methods 
without hands are necessary for example foot switches or eye input. Hence the appli-
cations to particular tasks require further study about user interface. 

5   Conclusion 

The goal of this study was to develop an advanced instruction video system to support 
skill acquisition. We proposed to use eye movement as one of the skill information, and 
developed the system that supports the recording skill (scene video and the point of 
regard of the expert), making teaching materials in XML format and learning skills 
with the special user interface.  
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